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Abstract. Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are becoming a pervasive
technology integrated in most of real-time monitoring infrastructures and
industrial control applications. Timeliness accuracy, performance and en-
ergy efficiency are key metrics to consider when deploying such WSN
systems. Timeliness accuracy amounts to time-stamp collected data at
sensor level in order to calculate an integrated real-time state of the
monitored environment. It is usually achieved on the expense of energy
consumption of sensors. Namely, such metrics are conflicting in a way
that improving one metric deteriorates the other metrics. This paper pro-
poses an energy-efficient time synchronization protocol to enable a high
accuracy calibration for time stamping sensors data. The rational behind
the protocol is to ensure that data is correctly time-stamped and time-
relevant in order to operate the control loop managing the energy of the
smart building. Our experimental results on an actual case study show
that our protocol outperforms the state of the art protocols in terms of
both time accuracy and energy efficiency.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, Time synchronization, Energy ef-
ficiency.

1 Introduction

Sensor networks are widely used to monitor real-world phenomena and industrial
control applications [19] [23] [22] [20] [8]. They are a key component to achieve
high energy efficiency in smart buildings, particularly Nearly Zero Energy Build-
ings (NZEB) [24]. Wireless (clamp-on) sensors are sensors operating on limited
integrated batteries and don’t need a wired contact to the electric equipment to
monitor [18]. A clamp-on sensor enables to measure voltage and current vari-
ations, which are the main parameters in calculating the energy consumption.
Sampling data for both parameters, in real-time, from different sensors must be
synchronized so that energy consumption is calculated at the given time point
(timestamp) at which the data is sampled. Such sensors provide high flexibil-
ity compared to conventional sensors, however to make the battery lasting for
longer time periods they have very limited computation resource to track the
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time progress. Thus, individual sensor timers can drift from the application phys-
ical time usually tracked by a master node sensor (gateway). To calibrate their
local timers, sensors require to synchronize frequently with the master node.

For real-time monitoring applications built using Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN), physical time of the sensors often plays a crucial role given that a mis-
alignment of the sensors through wrongly time-stamped data leads to inconsis-
tent data, and thus confusing picture about the actual state of the monitored
application [16]. This can cause an application controller to undertake inefficient,
or even wrong, actuation actions [17].

As the EU states that all new buildings after 2021 should be nearly zero
energy buildings (NZEB) [24], the need for smart grid monitoring systems is
going to increase. The main reason behind this increase is related to buildings
producing green energy on their own, are often self-sustained energy-wise without
requesting power from the grid. The surplus energy can be sold to the grid. The
cost-efficiency of making such a decision relies on the accuracy of buildings to
measure their energy consumption (usually at appliance level) in real-time, e.g.
a building may end up in a situation where it would sell power to the grid while
needing the power to sustain itself creating potential risk of blackout.

Most of conventional energy monitoring solutions rely on collecting and pro-
cessing massive data, which expensive with respect to sensors energy-consumption,
data communication and processing. Such an approach is not practical when us-
ing WSN. Different time synchronization protocols have been proposed in the
literature [29] [6] [28] [7] [4] [5] [3] to increase the practicality of WSN to moni-
tor energy consumption and identify potential energy wastes in buildings. While
trading off the synchronization accuracy and power efficiency, most of such pro-
tocols require that the sensor stay at receiving mode for most of its life time which
drains the limited battery resource. In this paper, we propose an intelligent time
synchronization protocol to calibrate sensors clocks. To increase battery life-
time, our protocol requires a minimal time duration within which the sensor is
in receiving-mode while it secures a perfect synchronization with 0-delay drifts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the over-
all WSN architecture. Section 3 presents the time synchronization challenge in
WSN. Relevant related work is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents our
newly proposed time synchronization protocol. Implementation and results dis-
cussion are provided in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Architecture of Wireless Sensor Networks

For NZEB application domain, synchronous sensors are used to provide an accu-
rate state of the building energy consumption at the same time points. Given that
sensors have limited energy resources, having individual clocks is not practical.
Rather, making sensors synchronize with a sink node is much more profitable,
however achieving a perfect time synchronization is a challenging task due to
many reasons such as communication bandwidth, messages loss, sensors failure,
etc. The overall WSN architecture is depicted in Figure. 1. It consists of a set of
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sensors to sample the instantaneous current and voltage of the monitored home
appliances and a dedicated node called master node where all data in dumped
for processing and potential cloud communication. The master node runs also a
control loop, calculating the current energy consumption and sending synchro-
nization packets to sensors. In order for the control loop to be accurate, the data
received needs to be a precise picture of the instantaneous energy consumption.
As data is transmitted wirelessly, there is no guarantee for data to arrive at the
same time point for each sampling. Thus, data is in fact timestamped by the
source sensors so that the issue instant is considered rather then the data arrival
time to the master node.
From a logic point of view, the system can be split into three different compo-
nents: the hardware of the sensors itself, the firmware/software running on the
sensors, and the software running in the main controller (sink node). In this pa-
per the main control loop is implemented as a cloud service, enabling to provide
data and processing to customers, thus the sink node functionality is only to
maintain sensors synchronized.

Fig. 1. WSNs to monitor energy consumption in smart buildings

3 Time Synchronization in WSNs

To be able to calculate an accurate image of the current energy consumption
in the building, data must flow to the master node with high time precision.
Wireless sensors are set up to sample measurements at a fixed frequency, assumed
to be the optimal to deliver a real-time picture of the energy consumption while
still being able to maximize sensors lifetime on battery. Receiving outdated data
can mislead the control loop to actuate the building energy management system
[21, 22]. To solve the problem of outdated data, two different approaches have
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been used in the literature to timestamp data: timestamping at destination node
and timestamping at source node.

3.1 Timestamping at Receiving Node

Fig. 2. Data flow without timestamping

This approach relies on sensors
sending data to the master node
with a known frequency where
the master node assumes that
the data received is sampled at
the same point in time, which
can effectively be calculated to
be the current time instant mi-
nus the communication time [13]
(see Figure. 2). This method can
only work if the sensors keep a
steady clock without drift and
if the medium ensure a constant
communication time [15]. Both
requirements cannot be guaranteed in WSNs [14]. Besides, such a method can
experience scenarios where the data is not sampled at the same time and there-
fore does not reflect the actual resources consumption. Furthermore the control
loop can be delayed due to (partially) missing data, causing inefficient actuations
of the building energy management. Figure. 3 depicts such a scenario where data
from Sensor2 is outdated.

3.2 Timestamping at Source Node

Fig. 3. Outdated data example

The solution for the outdated
data problem illustrated earlier
is to let the sensor nodes time
stamp data upon sampling. This
requires the sensors to be able to
know the system time, however
sensors are not equipped clocks
to reduce the energy consump-
tion from battery, rather they
have a timer hardware to mea-
sure the time elapsed from a
given relative time point. Thus,
the master node needs to send
time synchronization packets to
sensors regularly so that each
sensor can calibrate its own timer [27,29]. The drawback of this approach is the
higher accuracy needed for the timestamp, the more often the master node should
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send out new synchronization timestamps. Thus, a tradeoff between the schedul-
ing of synchronization packets and battery efficiency must be established [12].
This approach is depicted in Figure 4.

4 Related work

Fig. 4. Flow of timestamped data

This section cites the most rele-
vant energy-aware time synchro-
nization protocols for WSNs [25,
26] [27, 28] [29]. The authors of
[25, 28] proposed a broadcast-
based time synchronization proto-
col to synchronize sensors within
energy-constrained WSNs with an
accuracy of 3 microseconds, i.e
the maximum drifting of sensor
timers from the master node clock
is 3 microseconds. The protocol
mainly differs from the state of
the art WSN synchronization pro-
tocols by letting the sensor it-
self requesting the synchroniza-
tion packet instead of having
the master node broadcasting the
synchronization to all sensors in
the WSN. However, such an accuracy is achieved on the expense of sensors en-
ergy given that each sensor needs to calculate the time point for when to issue a
synchronization request. Moreover, this approach may flood the communication
environment with a large number of sync packets.

In a similar way, the authors of [26] proposed a time synchronization protocol
where WSN has a hierarchical topology. The protocol assumes that sensors are
always in On-state to forward sync packets to the lower hierarchy levels, which
drains the sensor batteries much faster.

The authors of [27] proposed a hybrid time synchronization approach that
combines Reference Broadcasting Synchronization [25] and the Timing-Sync pro-
tocol introduced in [29]. This approach relies on calculating the optimal time
synchronization points, using using algorithms of the aforementioned protocols,
leading to better energy savings at the sensors end. The experimental results
show that, for a WSN with 100 nodes, the protocol proposed in [27] achieves
40% energy saving compared to [25] [29]. However, such heavy calculations can
be a barrier in highly dynamic WSN to achieve the real-time synchronization.

The authors of [1] proposed a networked control to identify sensors synchro-
nization and estimate potential drifting errors. This might lead to much accurate
synchronization result but on the expense of energy given that a drifting of a
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sensor would require a synchronization of the entire network. The larger the
network is, the more frequent synchronization packets are issued.

In [29], Ali et al introduced a time synchronization protocol based on averag-
ing consensus algorithm. The protocol relies on updating the sensors local time
following the expected communication time. This improves time synchronization
accuracy but with an increase in the needed number of communication instances
to estimate the actual communication time, around 250 package to synchronize
a network with 15 nodes, by which the energy consumption increases.

This paper proposes an energy-efficient time synchronization protocol for
WSNs having a flat topology. Such a protocol is able to achieve 0-delay drifting
of sensor timers in 70% of the sample timestamps. Compared to the aforemen-
tioned state of the art protocols, our protocol requires less number of packets to
maintain the time synchronization resulting in higher energy efficiency.

5 Proposed Time Synchronization Protocol

This section describes the new synchronization protocol which have the goal
to increase the time synchronization accuracy, by minimizing the sensor timers
drift, and maximize the sensors battery lifetime. Essentially, each sensor interacts
with the rest of the network either by sending a data sample, a sync request of
receiving a synchronization packet from the master node. Namely, the energy
efficiency is achieved by bounding the time duration a sensor can be in receiving
mode. This is obvious given that each sensor is responsible for issuing its own
sync requests, thus a sensor can be in receiving mode only right after the issue
of its sync request.

Fig. 5. Synchronization mechanism

The stay duration at receiving
mode lasts for the round-trip com-
munication time 4 plus the time
for the master node to process the
sync request. To be realistic, the
duration stay includes also a minor
delay to simulate potential delays
from the master node processing.
The proposed behavior pattern of
sensors is depicted in Figure 5.

5.1 Time Synchronization Mechanism

To convey time information between the master node and sensors, sensors need
to know how good their timestamps are, i.e. alignment with the master node
clock. In order for sensors to get knowledge about potential drifting, they rely
on the master node measurement of the general time accuracy.

4 Round-trip communication is the journey time for a packet to travel from sensor
to master node and come back. This in fact is dependent on the communication
throughput and bandwidth.
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Our protocol enables a dynamic sliding mode where the time interval between
synchronization requests of sensor is driven by the actual time drifting of such
a sensor with respect to the master node clock. Initially, the sensor sends a sync
request each time unit. When the underlying drifting gets smaller, the sensor
issues sync requests every 2 time units. Finally, when the drifting delay converges
towards zero, a sensor issues a sync request every 5 time units. If the sensor does
not receive a timestamp withing the desired time span it issues another request
to the master node again.

Structurally, a sensor s can be described by the variables shown in structure
1, where ID is the sensor number, t denotes the current timer value of s while
E denotes the current drifting. One may wonder why drifting is captured in E
rather then comparing the value of t before and after synchronization. This is
in fact to enable sensors to calculate the time interval to the next request issue,
in particular when the synchronization package sent my master node is lost or
delayed. A sensor network S can be denoted as a set of sensors 〈s1, s2, s3, ..., sn〉
and a master node M = 〈C,E〉 where C is a clock to track time and E is the
energy consumption rate of the master node per time unit.

si = {IDi, ti, Ei} (1)

S = {M, s1, s2, s3, ..., sn} (2)

The time syncing package and the time acknowledgment can be seen on
Figure 6. To make the package as simple as possible no source or destination
ID are implemented, this is done to lower the package size, while providing the
ability to synchronize multiple sensors at once. The decision making about when
to schedule the next sync request of a sensor si depends on its actual drifting
error ei calculated in Section 5.2 [9].

5.2 Calculating The Sensor Time

Fig. 6. Time synchronization packet

In order to compensate offset and
time skew, a sensor si must calcu-
late its time relative to the base
clock of the master node C. This
is done by calculating the error of
the current timestamp and correct
it. This calculation of sensor drift
eti at time t is done as depicted in
equation 3, whereas the calibration
of sensor time is done as shown in
equation 4. Note here that C[t] is
the master clock value at time point
t and ti[t] is the sensor timer at the
time point t. We omit the conver-
sion of sensor timer value (relative
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time) to the absolute time | ti[t] | as it trivial and simply obtained by dividing
the timer value by the its frequency.

eti = C[t]− | ti[t] | (3)

ti[t] = ti[t] + eti (4)

To limit the amount of packages needed to send, a simple quality coefficient
is calculated. This coefficient is used to determine how often the sensor should
engage in communication with the master node. To not change the sending time
that often a simple low pass structure is applied to the error. This coefficient
Q can be seen in equation 5. The higher the Q value is, the sooner the sensor
should ask again for a sync package [11].

Qti = 0.5 ·Qoldi + 0.5 · eti (5)

Accordingly, the next sync request Ri of sensor si will be issued at time point
t′ where:

t′ =

 t+ 5 if Qti = 0
t+ 2 if 0 < Qti ≤ 1
t+ 1 Otherwise

(6)

5.3 Calculating the Sensor Energy Consumption

The energy consumption E
[d,d+δ]
i of a sensor si for a time interval d, d+ δ is

the accumulation of energy consumption to sample/communicate measurement
data, issue sync requests, being in active receiving mode to acquire sync packets

and the energy consumed during idling mode. In similar way to [10], E
[d,d+δ]
i is

formally calculated as follows:

E
[d,d+δ]
i = Im.

δ

1/Fi
+Rδi .I

s
i .R

cv
i + Iii .(δ − (A.Rδi )− (

δ

1/Fi
.xi)) (7)

Where Im is the consumption rate per sample, Fi is the sensor frequency, Rδi
is the number of sync requests during δ and Isi is the consumption rate per sync
request. Rcvi = Iri .A is the energy consumption for each receiving mode where
Iri is the unit receive rate and A is the receiving activation duration. Iii is the
consumption rate per idling time unit, whereas δ− (A.Rδi )− ( δ

1/Fi
.xi) calculates

the idling time duration during δ with xi to be the effective time for one sample.
In fact, the idling time during δ is the time not spent in sampling, sending a
sync request or being in receiving mode.

6 Implementation and Experimental Results

This section sketches the protocol implementation and discusses the analysis
results.
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6.1 Protocol Implementation

The proposed protocol has been implemented in python and test on actual setup.
A sensor class is used to keep track of the timing, offset and the skew. Sensors
communicate to the master node through a queue with a communication de-
lay, mirroring therefore a real world application. A sketch of the sensor code is
depicted in Listing 1.1.

requestTimePKG = pkg ( )
msg = pack ( ”BIB” ,timeREQPKG, s e l f . getID ( ) , s e l f . getTimeQA ( ) )
requestTimePKG . wr i t e (msg)
s e l f . outgoing . put ( requestTimePKG )
#Dropping 5\% of the package
i f random . rand int (0 ,100) <= 5 :

s e l f . i ngo ing . get ( b lock=True , t imeout=5)
#Waiting 5 time un i t s

s e l f . s leepTime . append (5)
continue

#Assume the master answers between 1 and 4 time un i t s
s e l f . s leepTime . append ( random . rand int ( 1 , 4 ) )
try :

recMsg = s e l f . i ngo ing . get ( b lock=True , t imeout=5)
except Empty :

c l ock thread . j o i n ( )
break

pkgId , id , timestamp , timeQA = unpack ( ”BIQB” , recMsg . read ( ) )
s e l f . updatetimestamp ( timestamp )
i f s e l f .QA == 0 :

s e l f . s l e e p (30)
e l i f s e l f .QA < 5 :

s e l f . s l e e p (15)
else :

s e l f . s l e e p (5 )

Listing 1.1. Sensor code

The protocol is implemented with limited data loss (5% of the total com-
munication packets) to simulate an actual wireless communication medium. The
calculation of the time drifting can be seen in Listing 1.2.

def updatetimestamp ( s e l f , newTime ) :
oldTime = s e l f . timestamp
e r r o r = newTime−oldTime
s e l f . timestamp = s e l f . timestamp+e r r o r
s e l f . e r r o r h i s t o r y . append ( e r r o r )
s e l f .QA =
int ( 0 . 5 * s e l f .QA + 0.5 * abs ( e r r o r ) )

Listing 1.2. Updating sensors timestamp
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To run simulations and analysis both time accuracy and energy consumption,
we have created a WSN of 100 sensors connected to the same master node queue.
The experiments are run for 3 millions time unit length simulating the lifespan
of an actual sensor.

Fig. 7. Sensors time drifting (without packet loss)

6.2 Results and Discussion

Fig. 8. Cumulative sum of the sensors energy consumption

The protocol has been tested on a WSN formed by 100 sensors. The time
drifting (error) is shown in Figure 7. One can see that the maximum drifting is 5
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time units and 70% of the samples (0.7) have a timestamp with 0-delay drifting.
It can also be seen that the time error is ± 1 for 90% of the sensor lifespan.
This means that our protocol is able to maintain a high time synchronization
accuracy without flooding the network with sync requests.

Fig. 9. Sensors time drifting (with 5% packets loss)

Our protocol enables sensors to decide when to use the medium, following
the actual value of individual errors, thus sensors operate their receiving mode
for limited durations. This results in a lower power consumption than most the
protocols we have considered in Section 4. The cumulative energy consumption is
calculated accordingly and depicted in Figure 8. The energy consumption during
receiving mode represents 10% only of the over all energy consumption, which
is far lower than that of the protocols introduced in [27] [28] [25].

The analysis of time drifting when considering 5% of packets loss is depicted
in Figure 9, which clearly indicates a degradation of the time accuracy with 30%.
As depicted in Figure 10, the sensors experience longer active periods when the
network exhibits packets loss. According to the simulation results analysis, our
protocol outperforms most of the state of the art protocols [29] [27] [28] [25]
considered in Section 4 in terms of energy efficiency while achieving comparable
accuracy level. Moreover, the proposed protocol does not require any knowledge
about the WSN topology to achieve the time synchronization.

A drawback of our new protocol is that it assumes the master node to be
always in receiving mode to respond the sync requests promptly as potential
delays from the master node lead to deliver the sync packet to the sensor outside
its currently active receiving time window. This causes the sensor to waste its
energy and issue another sync request. However, this drawback should not be
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Fig. 10. Cumulative sum of active sensor durations (with 5% packets loss)

challenging as master nodes (gateways) usually operate with from a grid energy
source.

Another important observation is that when the percentage of packets loss
increases, the sensors time accuracy decreases by which the number of sync
requests to issue increases. This leads usually to higher energy consumption
proportional to the frequency of issuing sync requests. As seen in Figure 9, the
percentage (19%) of errors having value -4 and 4 is far higher than that of the
protocol without loss (7.5%).

7 Conclusions

This paper proposed an energy-efficient real time calibration protocol to main-
tain time synchronization between sensors within WSNs. Such a protocol is able
to secure a tradeoff between high time accuracy and low energy consumption of
the sensors. The frequency of sensors to issue sync requests to the master node
depends on their individual time drifting in comparison to the master node clock.
This has considerably reduced the traffic related to synchronization. Meanwhile,
our protocol does not request sensors to be in receiving mode for long durations.
The protocol improves further the energy efficiency by reducing the size of data
packets to communicate.

The experimental results showed that 70% of the sensor samples have a
timestamp with 0-delay drifting, and the time error is ± 1 for 90% of the sensor
lifespan. Moreover, the proposed protocol maintains considerably high accuracy
(55% of the samples have 0-delay drifting) when experiencing packets loss. Com-
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pared to the state of the art protocols, our protocol outperforms in term of energy
efficiency while achieving a comparable time accuracy.

As a future work, we plan to make the calibration of sensors to issue sync
requests much more fine grained in a way that the intervals are not static (1,2,5)
rather calculated using the actual drifting as a coefficient. We also consider to
improve the protocol accuracy against packets loss.
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